Software Engineering Internship (remote working)
(COUSDTr2501)

Apply here

Role

6 months

This is a fantastic role for an enthusiastic student. You must be a high-level critical thinker who
can identify, analyse, and solve problems systematically. Mentored throughout, you will be
working on the Treasury Platform, an application used to forecast future expenses and
simultaneously manage several different accounts, within a cloud-based system. This host
provides an exceptional learning environment to nurture and grow your technical skills to the
highest level.

Languages

Tasks

Start date
As soon as possible

Duration

Good spoken and written English
levels are required
(B2 onwards)

•

Develop new features and enhancements to the treasury platform

•

Contribute to the design, architecture, conception, estimation of charges, coding to the
platform

•

Learning how to assure the quality of code with unit and integration tests, migration, and
deployment of the application

Are you a registered student?
Or
Are you eligible to participate in
the Erasmus+ programme?

•

Use of GitHub, Jenkins, and Octopus to ensure a streamlined development and delivery of
the product

•

Liaising and attending meetings with other departments as required

Benefits

Desired Skills

Location
Remote
Are you eligible?

See website for details of all ESPA
benefits. For all internships over 6
months, additional benefits will
be paid. Details available at
interview.

•

Currently pursuing a Bachelor, Masters, or PhD in computer science, mathematics or
physics.

•

A critical thinker with a passion for technology

•

A solid understanding of Object-Oriented Programming

•

Likes the idea of working in a fast-paced, collaborative, and supportive work environment.

The Host Company
The host company is a world leader in the provision of unified cloud Spend Management
Solutions for medium and large size enterprises that typically operate on a global scale. The
software platform provides greater visibility into, and control over, how companies spend
money, achieving significant savings and driving profitability. Since its launch, this platform has
helped customers globally to bring billions of dollars in cumulative spend under management.
Expanding rapidly, now with 3200 staff globally, this host is seeking talented individuals to join
them in their success. Long term career opportunities are available to the right individuals.

Phone: +44 1225 430641

Email: talent@espauk.com

Website: www.espauk.com

